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Text-setting, the arrangement of language to music, is a common source of evidence in the 
debate over the relevance of the syllable in Japanese prosody (e.g., Labrune 2012). Although 
Japanese text-setting is typically treated as mora-based, the present corpus analysis reveals that 
syllable-based text-setting is pervasive in Japanese. Two studies presented here compare native 
Japanese songs with those translated into Japanese. The results demonstrate use of syllabic 
settings throughout the corpora and across the lexical strata of Japanese. Syllabic settings are 
shown to arise with greater likelihood in response to pressures imposed by restrictive transla-
tion contexts, information density mismatch, and knowledge of correspondence to English loans. 
We argue that, given the viability of syllabic text-setting in Japanese, moraic text-setting is a sty-
listic norm of Japanese music that is shifting over time, rather than evidence of a lack of syllable 
structure in the language’s prosodic system.
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1 Introduction
The syllable is hypothesized by many phonologists to be a universal unit in the prosodic 
hierarchy: “there exists a higher order hierarchical prosodic structure of which syllables 
must be seen as building blocks” (Selkirk 1982: 338; see also Kubozono 2003; Hyman 
2008). Evidence from Japanese phonology, however, has provoked considerable debate 
over the necessity, reality, and thus universality of the syllable (e.g., Hyman 2003; 
Labrune 2012; for parallel debates in other languages, see e.g., Gokana; Hyman 1983, 
2011). Japanese is commonly described as a mora-based language, meaning that the 
mora is considered the basic prosodic unit involved in phonological processes (e.g., Vance 
1987; Otake et al. 1993; Inaba 1998; Labrune 2012). Several examples of Japanese words 
broken down by mora and syllable are given in (1):1

(1)  a. 限界 b. ラーメン c. もっと 
  genkai  raamen  motto 
  ‘limit’  ‘ramen noodles’  ‘more’ 
       
word:  genkai  raamen  motto 
       
syllable:  σ       σ 

gen     kai 
 σ       σ 

raa     men 
 σ       σ 

mot     to 
       
mora:  μ      μ    μ     μ 

ge    n    ka    i 
 μ     μ    μ    μ 

ra    a   me   n 
 μ      μ      μ 

mo    t     to 

 1 Japanese Romanization is given in Hepburn format with the exception of long vowels, which are always written 
with double letters (‘oo’) rather than macrons. Personal names are written as preferred by the individual.
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The mora is generally credited with doing most of the phonological heavy-lifting in 
Japanese prosody, playing noted roles in weight, speech timing, production, and percep-
tion. Because of the predominance of the mora, the place of the syllable as a necessary 
prosodic unit in Japanese comes under question.

Two basic camps on the syllable in Japanese may be distinguished: (1) the syllable is 
not necessary in Japanese prosody and thus has no psychological reality (e.g., Labrune 
2012), versus (2) the syllable is necessary in Japanese prosody, but exists in a poten-
tially lesser role alongside the mora (e.g., Kubozono 2003). Under the former, mora-only 
view, Japanese is argued to distinguish between “regular” moras versus “special” moras 
(e.g., Vance 1987).2 Special moras, such as final nasals and long vowels, are generally 
described as “weak” or “deficient” moras that are adjoined to regular moras. In contrast, 
the latter view proposes that syllabic structure—that is, “light” monomoraic (e.g., ka) 
versus “heavy” bimoraic (e.g., kan) syllables—can undertake the explanatory purposes 
of “regular” versus “special” moras, and that the syllable as a unit itself has import to 
Japanese phonology in addition to the mora. If there are syllables, whether moras are 
nested within syllables in the prosodic hierarchy is also open for debate: nesting, as shown 
in (1), is dominant in the literature (Kubozono 1989), but other accounts have argued for 
a three-dimensional prosodic structure in which syllabic structures coexist with a sepa-
rate, non-nested moraic structures (Ohta 1989, 1991).

Accounts of Japanese prosodic structure must consider potential differences among the 
strata of the Japanese lexicon. Itô and Mester (1995) distinguish four distinct Japanese 
lexical strata of diverse historical origins (Table 1). The four lexical strata are character-
ized not only by distinct writing systems, but also by different phonological constraints, 
ranging from prosodic to phonotactic. Sino-Japanese stems, for example, are restricted in 
length to two moras, while two voiced obstruents are disallowed in Yamato stems (Itô & 
Mester 1996: 19; Kawahara et al. 2006: 32).3 The influence of foreign phonological sys-
tems in certain Japanese lexical strata raises the question of the potential impact of foreign 
prosodic systems. While the mora is considered the primary prosodic unit of Japanese, 
Chinese and European languages are syllable-based. It seems plausible, then, that the 
influence of the syllabic unit would be stronger in Sino-Japanese and Foreign words than 
in the Yamato stratum. This is particularly likely in the case of the Foreign stratum for two 
reasons: first, these words are relatively recently borrowed and tend to be less assimilated 
into the Japanese phonological system, with a stronger resemblance to their cognates in 
the original language (see Itô & Mester 1993), and second, many Japanese speakers are 
familiar with the English words corresponding to their loanwords in Japanese.4 Although 
previous research has argued that Japanese speakers’ understanding of English syllabifi-
cation is imperfect compared to native speakers, advanced Japanese learners of English 
are found to variably use the syllable as the salient prosodic unit for segmentation in 
English, indicating that they have some awareness of the prominence of the syllable in 

 2 See Otake (2015) for a historical overview of the study of Japanese prosodic structure, including the 
traditional Japanese linguistics notion of haku.

 3 See Itô & Mester (1999) for a full discussion of phonological constraints on Japanese lexical strata.
 4 English loanwords account for approximately 85% of the foreign stratum in Japanese (Irwin 2011: 27).

Table 1: Four lexical strata of Japanese.

Stratum Origin Writing system Example
Yamato native Japanese kanji and hiragana 大きい ookii ‘big’
Sino-Japanese Chinese kanji 温泉 onsen ‘hot spring’
Foreign primarily English katakana オンライン onrain ‘online’
Mimetic native Japanese katakana and hiragana ピカピカ pikapika ‘shine’
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English relative to Japanese (Ueyama 2003; Tajima 2011). The proposal that the syllable 
is a more salient prosodic unit in certain lexical strata of Japanese supports and extends 
an argument from Hyman (2011) that languages exhibit gradient differences in the activa-
tion of properties of the syllable: just as the prominence of the syllable may vary across 
languages, it may also vary within strata of a language that are characterized by different 
phonological patterns.

If the syllable is a more salient prosodic unit in the case of Sino-Japanese and Foreign 
strata words, we would expect these prosodic differences to be reflected in certain lin-
guistic tasks. The present analysis focuses on one such task: text-setting, or the pairing 
of language and music in song. Debates over the role of the syllable in Japanese com-
monly draw upon evidence from linguistic art forms, including text-setting (Poser 1990; 
Inaba 1998; Labrune 2012). The standard assumption from linguistic art form evidence 
in Japanese is that “the mora is the metric unit of Japanese verse in poetry and singing” 
(Labrune 2012: 116). The well-known poetic form of haiku or senryu, for example, is 
generally described as requiring a certain number of moras per line (e.g., 5-7-5) (Labrune 
2012), as demonstrated in (2) from Tanaka (2012).5 (Moras in the example are separated 
by a ‘.’; word-internal morphemes are separated by a ‘+’.)

(2) a. 5 moras: i.tsu.+ma.de.+mo
when+until+also
‘forever’

b. 7 moras: a.ru.+to. o.mo.u. na
exist+comp think imp.neg
‘don’t expect to exist’

c. 5 moras: o.ya.+to. ka.ne
parents+and money
‘parents and money’

‘Don’t expect your parents and money to be there forever.’

While both the prescriptive and descriptive norms of Japanese linguistic art forms stress the 
role of the mora, analyses of poetry and song data have consistently uncovered evidence of 
syllabic units playing a metrical role. Tanaka (2012) observes that multimoraic syllables 
that count as a single metrical unit are in fact common in Japanese poetry, particularly at 
the ends of lines, where the mora count can exceed what is licensed by the template. The 
final two lines in the senryu in (3) demonstrate extra moras (example from Tanaka 2012):

(3) a. 5 moras: pu.ro.po.o.zu
proposal
‘proposal’

b. 8 moras: a.no. hi.+ni. ka.e.+t.te
that day+to return+and
‘return to that day’

c. 6 moras: ko.to.wa.ri.+ta.i
decline+want
‘want to decline’

‘A proposal of marriage, if I were to be at that time again, I 
would have declined it surely.’

 5 Senryu have the same 5-7-5 template as haiku but do not have the same semantic restrictions, such as the 
requirement of seasonal references.
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Some authors have also noted that syllable-based segmentation occurs in Japanese songs 
(Kubozono 1999b; Tanaka 2000). No previous work, however, has examined the pattern-
ing of prosodic units in Japanese text-setting from a statistical perspective, or proposed an 
account of when and why syllables are used.

The present work examines the phonological, lexical, stylistic, and information density-
based factors that condition the use of moraic versus syllabic settings in Japanese songs. 
One roadblock in statistically evaluating the factors predicting text-setting style is the 
relative infrequency of syllabic settings in conventional songs. The studies reported herein 
take advantage of the higher rate of syllabic settings in songs translated into Japanese, 
contrasting one corpus of songs originally written in Japanese with two translated cor-
pora. The higher rate of syllabic settings in translated songs provides an opportunity to 
examine the linguistic and extralinguistic conditions that may favor or disfavor the syl-
lable in Japanese prosody.

The evidence found in these corpora indicates that the syllable is a crucial phonological 
unit that is referenced in setting Japanese to music. That the syllable is accessible in 
Japanese for linguistic art forms demonstrates its reality and necessity in describing 
prosodic intuitions in the language. Moreover, the syllable is present in all lexical strata 
of Japanese, regardless of historical origin, although it is found to play a more prominent 
role in the Foreign stratum. We argue that familiarity with the prosodic structure of 
English and other syllable-based languages, rather than a difference in underlying 
prosodic structure, is responsible for a higher frequency of syllabic settings for Foreign 
words. Furthermore, differences in text-setting style across time and genre, along with 
other idiosyncratic phonological features of sung Japanese, suggest that the dominance 
of moraic text-setting in certain genres of Japanese song is a prescriptive, stylistic norm 
rather than a reflection of a lack of syllabic structure.

The following section introduces relevant work on prosodic units in Japanese, text-
setting, and differences in translated versus native texts. Section 3 presents the linguistic 
variables analyzed in each study. Two studies are then presented, comparing translated 
Disney songs to native cartoon theme songs (Study 1) and subsequently to translated 
Christmas songs (Study 2).

2 Background
2.1 Prosodic units in Japanese
Kubozono (1996a: 78) identifies four functions of the mora in Japanese: (1) phonological 
weight, (2) speech timing, (3) speech segmentation in production, and (4) speech segmen-
tation in perception. In the realm of speech timing, there is considerable evidence that 
Japanese exhibits mora timing, meaning that speakers produce each mora with approxi-
mately the same duration (Han 1962; Port et al. 1987; Warner & Arai 2000). In segmen-
tation tasks, the mora rather than the syllable is consistently found to be the preferred 
segmentation unit of Japanese listeners (Otake et al. 1993).

There is a lack of consensus, however, concerning the extent to which the mora functions 
as an active prosodic unit. In a series of corpus studies on naturally-occurring speech, Arai 
and colleagues find mora timing to be less evident in spontaneous speech and suggest that 
the mora influences timing only indirectly through its role in the phonological structure of 
Japanese (Arai & Greenberg 1997; Arai 1999; Warner & Arai 2001; etc.). Beckman (1982) 
argues similarly that the mora is perceived by native speakers as a salient unit only due 
to the mora-based orthography of Japanese, and does not function as a real prosodic unit 
in spontaneous speech. Some evidence from Japanese children’s perception supports this 
view, indicating that children shift to exclusively mora-based segmentation once they 
become literate in the mora-based kana writing system (Inagaki et al. 2000).
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One problematic aspect of frameworks in which the mora is the basic prosodic unit is the 
behavior of certain moraic units, such as coda nasal, which cannot occur in isolation and 
are dependent on their adjoining moras in various other respects. The proposed distinc-
tion between regular and special moras has been used to account for these phenomena. 
Scholars who use this framework, however, disagree over precisely which moras are spe-
cial, and whether moras can be divided into two uniform classes or are more properly 
organized along a scale. The core set of special moras identified by most analyses are 
the first portion of geminate consonants (often written as /Q/), as in the first t in zutto 
(‘throughout’); the coda nasal (written as /N/), as in san (‘three’); and the second portion 
of long vowels (written as /R/), as in the second i in hoshii (‘to want’). Additional pro-
posed special moras are those containing high vowels that are devoiced between voiceless 
consonants (e.g., su in suki ‘like’), certain second vowels in two-vowel sequences (e.g., i in 
mai ‘every’), and onsetless vowels (Labrune 2012: 116, 135). Most phonological analyses 
of Japanese propose a simple distinction between regular and special moras; experimen-
tal studies, however, consistently find varying degrees of independence among the set of 
special moras in both production and perception. Most studies have found that /R/ and 
/N/ are most closely connected to the preceding mora in segmentation tasks while /Q/ 
and second vowels function more independently (Otake 1992; Matsuzaki 1994; Tamaoka 
& Terao 2004); Machida (1988), on the other hand, argues for the opposite order. Labrune 
(2012: 141) proposes an alternative analysis in which all moras are arranged along a 
sonority-based scale starting with Ca and ending with the least sonorous unit, /Q/, with 
moras decreasing in independence as they decrease in sonority.

Aside from the argument that syllables are a linguistic universal and therefore must 
exist in Japanese, advocates of the syllable in Japanese point to several phenomena that 
are argued to depend upon the syllabic unit, including avoidance of trimoraic syllables 
and accentuation patterns of loanwords (Ohta 1991; Kubozono 1996b; Kubozono et al. 
2008).6 Critics have contested the claim that only the syllabic unit may account for these 
patterns; they also point to the fact that the syllable was an unknown unit in traditional 
Japanese phonology until it was introduced by Western linguists (Inaba 1998; Labrune 
2012). As discussed above, psycholinguistic research comparing the mora and the syllable 
has consistently pointed to the mora, and not the syllable, as the primary unit in produc-
tion and segmentation (e.g., Otake et al. 1993). The fact that the mora is a more prominent 
unit does not, however, constitute negative evidence against the existence of the syllable. 
Indeed, psycholinguistic evidence does indicate that the syllable is a psychological reality 
in Japanese (Tamaoka & Terao 2004; Nakamura & Kolinsky 2014; see Kawahara 2016 for 
a summary).

The foot, traditionally defined as a prosodic unit consisting of two syllables, may also 
play a key role in Japanese. Labrune (2012) and Inaba (1998), extending proposals from 
Poser (1990) and Bekku (1977), argue that, contrary to the usual structure of a foot, the 
Japanese foot consists of two moras, the first of which must be a regular CV mora. This 
proposal thus eliminates the need for the syllabic unit by proposing that two moras in a 
word such as san (sa.N, ‘three’) should be analyzed as one foot containing one regular and 
one special mora, rather than as a syllable.

The foot-based versus syllable-based analyses of multimoraic sequences such as san 
make crucially different predictions with regard to text-setting: while a multimoraic syl-
lable may be assigned a single note through a syllable-based text-setting, a bimoraic foot 
generally corresponds to two distinct beats in poetry and song. In fact, a bimoraic foot 

 6 See Labrune (2012) and Kawahara (2016) for more complete examinations of the evidence for and against 
the existence of the syllable in Japanese.
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consisting of two regular CV moras must necessarily correspond to two distinct notes 
because it contains two separate attack points. Evidence that multimoraic sequences are 
frequently treated as single units in text-setting would therefore constitute a significant 
challenge to foot-based theories that reject a role for the syllable, as these accounts cannot 
explain why only certain feet may be treated as a single unit without recreating the notion 
of a syllabic unit corresponding to a subset of bimoraic feet.

2.2 Text-setting and Japanese song
2.2.1 Text-setting and prosodic structure
Linguistic art forms, including styles of poetry and song, are hypothesized to develop in 
relation to the phonological and prosodic structures of particular languages. A consid-
erable literature in metrics and poetics has examined the role of prosodic structure in 
poetic forms (Kiparsky 1973, 1977, et seq.; Halle & Keyser 1971; Hayes 1988; Hanson & 
Kiparsky 1996). Text-setting, the arrangement of lyrics over a melody, also makes use of 
the salient prosodic units particular to a language. In the case of English, syllables and 
lexical and phrasal stress play a large role in text-setting (Halle & Lerdhal 1993; Shih 
2008; Hayes 2009). For example, the word prosody would most naturally be set so that 
the most musical prominence fell on the initial stressed syllable. In tonal languages such 
as Cantonese and Tommo So, lexical tone influences text-setting so that there is often a 
correspondence between tone contour and melodic line (Yung 1991; McPherson 2014).7

Phonologists have made use of the relationship between text-setting and prosodic struc-
ture to investigate the structure of a variety of languages through evidence from song 
(Schuh 1994; Noel 2010; Calder 2013; Sui 2013). This area of research uses the distribu-
tion of segments over musical notes as evidence of prosodic units; if a group of segments 
can be set on a single note, this can be taken as evidence suggesting that these segments 
constitute a single salient prosodic unit, such as a syllable. A “note” here refers to the 
basic unit of tonal music representing a continuous sound that may vary in length. Notes 
are auditorily distinct from other notes as they each have an “attack point” or onset. A 
sequence of notes may maintain the same pitch but nonetheless be distinct if they have 
a perceptible disjunction.8 For example, in the Christmas carol Jingle Bells, the begin-
ning of the chorus, “jingle bells,” consists of three separate notes on the same pitch, with 
each note corresponding to a syllable, in (4a).9 Due to the prosodic structure of English, 
it would sound unnatural or even impossible to assign more than one syllabic unit to a 
single note: see (4b).

(4) a. ♪    ♪    ♪ 
 
σ    σ    σ        
jin gle bells 

b. *     ♪      ♪ 
  
 σ    σ    σ        
 jin gle bells 

2.2.2 Text-setting and prosodic structure in Japanese
The present study focuses on Japanese text-setting in modern Western-style music rather 
than traditional Japanese musical forms such as shigin, which often lack the regular 

 7 A reviewer points out that certain musical and poetic traditions have been argued to not straightforwardly 
utilize phonological units that are active in a language’s grammar (see Golston & Riad 2005; Katz 2015). 
Nonetheless, overwhelming evidence in the existing literature indicates that, at the very least, unnatu-
ral phonological units are not commonly used, nor are they perpetuated in artistic practices (Hanson & 
Kiparsky 1996: 288).

 8 See Lerdahl & Jackendoff (1983) for a more complete discussion of the structure of tonal music.
 9  In all examples, a musical note is represented as “♪”, regardless of its temporal duration.
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relationship between prosodic timing and musical rhythm that is characteristic of Western 
music (Manabe 2009). Composition of Western-style music became widespread in Japan 
following the Westernization movement of the Meiji Restoration in 1868 (Manabe 2009). 
Today, Western and Western-derived musical genres—including pop, rock, and hip-hop—
dominate the popular music landscape in Japan.10

The majority of phonological descriptions of Japanese metrics in song and verse describe 
the text-setting system as moraic, meaning that one mora is assigned to one note (or 
at least one note) (Otake et al. 1996: 3831; Hayes & Swiger 2008: 2; Labrune 2012: 
116). This includes the special moras: those which are connected with the previous mora 
in a single syllable (e.g., coda nasal). Moraic setting contrasts with syllabic setting, in 
which multimoraic syllables would receive only one note. Thus, the phrase onsei gakkai 
(‘phonetics society’) would receive eight notes in a moraic setting (5a), versus four notes 
in a syllabic setting (5b; example adapted from Tanaka 2000: 31).

(5) a. moraic setting 
♪    ♪    ♪    ♪    ♪    ♪    ♪    ♪ 
 
μ    μ    μ    μ    μ    μ    μ    μ      
o    n    se    i    ga   k   ka   i 

b. syllabic setting 
    ♪       ♪       ♪       ♪ 
 
μ    μ  μ   μ  μ   μ  μ   μ 
o    n  se  i   ga  k  ka  i 

Hayes & Swiger (2008) take the position that Japanese text-setting is moraic as a result 
of the mora-based prosodic structure of Japanese. They argue that long vowels and other 
moras are naturally heard by native speakers as distinct rhythmic beats, and therefore 
must be assigned two separate notes:

“[…]Japanese speakers ‘feel’ a rhythmic beat on every mora of a word. Thus 
Tookyoo is felt to have four rhythmic beats (to o kyo o), whereas an English speaker 
listening to the very same word (in correct Japanese pronunciation) hears just two 
beats: too kyoo[...]. This has consequences for music. Because Japanese speakers 
are more closely attuned to moras than syllables, they tend to feel that every mora 
counts as (at least one) note of the music, just as English speakers feel that every 
syllable counts as at least one note.” (Hayes & Swiger 2008: 2)

Analyses by native listeners, on the other hand, tell a different story. In her 2009 
musicology dissertation on Western music in Japan, Noriko Manabe is critical of the 
moraic text-setting of a song from the early 20th century, arguing that a syllabic setting 
would sound better:

“One curious aspect of the text setting [of the song Issun Boshi] is the insistence of 
setting each mora as one note, including special moras such as the nasal N, double 
consonant, and long vowels. As explained in chapter one, these moras are spoken 
with the duration of one mora but are heard as subsumed into the previous sylla-
bles. These words are more naturally set as syllables.” (Manabe 2009: 149)

Surprisingly, Manabe describes the moraic setting of this song as “curious,” as if such a style 
is unusual or unexpected, even though moraic setting is viewed in most phonological work 
as the default or universal Japanese text-setting style. Nonetheless, she finds the moraic 

 10 For example, all of the top 100 singles on the Japanese Billboard chart as of May 2012 are Western-style 
genres (www.billboard-japan.com).

https://www.billboard-japan.com
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settings used in this song to be unnatural. Manabe specifically argues that words containing 
special moras are more appropriately set syllabically, rather than moraically. Elsewhere in 
her dissertation, she describes syllabic setting as optional: “when two moras form one syl-
lable, one note may be used, preferably with longer duration” (Manabe 2009: 30).

Manabe’s musicological analysis suggests that the claim in the phonological literature 
that Japanese text-setting is fundamentally moraic is an oversimplification. Indeed, a cur-
sory look at Japanese song data reveals many examples of syllabic settings. For instance, 
in the children’s melody zoo san, zoo san (‘mister elephant, mister elephant’), as shown in 
(6), while the two moras in the long vowel in zoo are each assigned individual notes, the 
syllable san is treated as a single unit rather than the coda nasal mora receiving a separate 
note:

(6) ♪    ♪       ♪       ♪    ♪       ♪ 
 
μ    μ    μ   μ    μ    μ    μ   μ 
zo  o    sa  n    zo   o    sa  n 

Previous studies of variation between moraic and syllabic setting confirm that this is a 
common phenomenon, although setting style differs by genre. Kubozono (1999b) found 
a 2:1 preference for moraic settings in traditional songs (i.e., Western-style songs com-
posed following the Meiji Restoration) while Sugitou & Sakai’s 1999 study of traditional 
children’s songs found a strong preference for moraic settings. Tanaka (2000) examined 
moraic versus syllabic settings in nouns within Japanese popular music lyrics, compar-
ing enka music, an older Western-style popular ballad genre, with other genres. His study 
revealed an increasing use of syllabic settings over the course of the 20th century, moving 
from an average of 1.13 notes per special mora in the 1930s to only 0.69 notes per special 
mora in the 1990s (Tanaka 2000: 154). Tanaka also observed that enka music used more 
moraic setting than other genres and that, for certain time periods and genres, syllabic set-
tings were more common for Foreign words and least common for Yamato words (Tanaka 
2000: 155).

Collectively, this research suggests a preference for moraic text-setting in traditional, 
older musical genres while popular music is moving toward a more syllabic style; with the 
exception of Tanaka’s study, however, little is known about Japanese text-setting in mod-
ern popular music. Furthermore, previous work offers no statistical analysis controlling 
for interactions between factors, or addresses which linguistic contexts may be conducive 
to moraic versus syllabic settings.

2.2.3 Japanese singing style
When analyzing Japanese text-setting for evidence of prosodic structure, it is important to 
keep in mind that Japanese is generally sung in a style that differs from spoken Japanese in 
certain respects. For example, the devoicing of high vowels between voiceless consonants 
does not occur in traditional singing style, so that a word such as suki (‘like’) would be 
pronounced [sɯki], rather than [sɯ̻ki]. Also, geminate consonants are typically dropped 
or replaced by a long vowel, so that itte (‘say’) becomes [ite] or [iite] (Dell 2011: 191). 
These differences conspire to increase the sonority of Japanese by avoiding devoiced or 
silent segments, thus making it more appropriate for singing.

Overall, these differences mean that sung Japanese is a conservative site to measure the 
saliency of the syllable, as mora-based segmentation would generally be more sonorous 
and thus in that sense should be preferred in singing (e.g., su-ki moraic vs. ski syllabic). 
In other words, if there is evidence for syllable-based segmentation in sung Japanese, 
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this would suggest that the syllable is salient enough to override sonority concerns. One 
exception to this trend is coda nasal: the lower sonority of nasals as compared to vowels 
may cause a dispreference for the production of isolated nasals in the context of singing. 
Regardless of these sonority concerns, the fact that a solution is available in which the 
coda nasal groups with the previous mora would strongly suggest that the syllable is a 
salient prosodic unit in both sung and spoken Japanese.

2.3 Translated versus native text
The following two studies contrast native versus translated text-setting: i.e., song lyrics 
originally written in Japanese versus songs that have been translated into Japanese. The 
field of translation studies boasts a considerable body of research indicating that trans-
lated text consistently differs from native text, to the extent that it is argued by some to 
be a “hybrid” form that is typical of neither the original nor translated language (Trosborg 
1997; Schaffner & Adab 2001). One common finding is that translated texts are simpler 
and more explicit than native texts with respect to lexicon, discourse structure, and other 
features (Blum & Levenston 1978; Pápai 2004: 144). These differences between translated 
and native text are thought to occur primarily as a result of the constraints posed by the 
original text; the translator is not free to compose and arrange their own message, but 
must convey the thoughts of another author (Chesterman 2004: 44).

Song translation is a particularly challenging translation context. Songs frequently con-
tain poetic language, puns, and other linguistic devices that are difficult to translate. 
Furthermore, the translator must work within the restrictions created by the melody, notes, 
and metrical structure. For example, let us consider the well-known French children’s 
melody Frère Jacques:

(7) ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ 
Frè re Ja cques / Frè re Ja cques /  Dor mez vous? / Dor mez vous? 

The most literal English translation would yield, “Brother Jacob, Brother Jacob, are you 
sleeping? Are you sleeping?” However, because there is no way to fit “are you sleeping” 
into the three notes provided by “dormez-vous,” the English version of the song flips the 
lines and changes the wording as follows:

(8) ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ 
Frè re Ja cques / Frè re Ja cques /  Dor mez vous? / Dor mez vous? 
Are you slee ping / Are you slee ping /  Bro ther John? / Bro ther John? 

While there is some flexibility in adding or deleting notes during the translation process 
to fit extra syllables into a melodic line, this is considered suboptimal because it alters the 
original intentions of the composer. In the case of the songs examined in the following 
study of Disney films, such modifications must be kept to a minimum to maintain a realis-
tic match between the audio and the visible mouth movements of the animated characters 
(a.k.a. “mouth flap”) (Baker & Hochel 2001; Yu 2013; Warachananan & Roongrattanakool 
2015).

The length restrictions inherent in song translation present a particular challenge for 
translation into Japanese. Due to its small phonological inventory, the syllable-based 
average information density of Japanese is much lower than in English and many other 
languages: in other words, it takes more syllables to say the same thing in Japanese 
(Pellegrino et al. 2011: 544). If we consider the mora rather than the syllable to be the 
primary prosodic unit of Japanese, the difference becomes magnified, with an even larger 
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gap in information density. Examples of equivalent expressions in English and Japanese to 
illustrate the information rate per syllable and mora are given in (9) and (10):

(9) a. I love cheese. 3 syllables
b. Watashi wa chiizu ga daisuki. 12 moras (9 syllables)

I top cheese nom love

(10) a. Where is your umbrella? 6 syllables
b. Anata no kasa wa doko desu ka? 12 moras (11 syllables)

2sg gen umbrella top where cop q

In casual contexts, Japanese speakers often drop arguments, case-markers, and other 
material (e.g., chiizu daisuki, ‘cheese love’, 7 moras, for (9)), generally leading to less 
information being conveyed. Even this degree of elision, however, is not sufficient to close 
the gap with English. This difference in information density is partially compensated for 
by a faster speech rate in Japanese; Pellegrino et al. (2011: 544), for example, found an 
average of 7.84 syllables per second in Japanese versus 6.19 in English. In the context of 
song translation, however, an equivalent increase in production rate is not easily achiev-
able; more syllables cannot be inserted into a given time period without the addition of 
notes. If the lyrics are arranged mono-moraically, with one mora per note rather than one 
syllable per note, this problem becomes more severe, since even less material can fit into 
a given line.11 Moreover, while Japanese allows for considerable deletion, there is a limit 
to how much material can be elided while preserving meaning.

In light of these factors, there is strong evidence to predict that songs translated into 
Japanese will contain more syllabic settings than songs originally written in Japanese. 
From an information density perspective, syllabic settings, which fit more linguistic 
material into a single note than moraic settings, will be needed to convey the necessary 
information from the original lyrics. More generally, evidence from translation studies 
suggests that translation contexts create restrictions on content and arrangement that will 
result in more non-traditional text-setting. Translated songs also may differ from native 
songs in lexical strata distribution, with a higher proportion of Foreign words due to their 
non-Japanese subject matter; if such words are indeed more likely to be set syllabically, 
this greater number of Foreign words would result in more syllabic settings in translated 
songs. The following studies will test whether translated and native songs do in fact differ 
with respect to text-setting style.

3 Linguistic variables
3.1 Introduction
Because there is no difference between moraic and syllabic text-setting in the case of 
mono-moraic syllables (i.e., CV syllables), this analysis must focus on multi-moraic 
syllables, and specifically on “special moras” which form a syllabic unit with the 
proceeding mora (Kubozono 1999a). The following sections detail each linguistic 
variable examined. Where relevant, details are given regarding how these variables are 
distributed among the lexical strata, as well as how they are realized in sung versus 
spoken Japanese.

 11 The low information density of Japanese presents a problem not just for translated songs, but for Japanese 
Western-style songs in general. As Manabe (2009: 37) observes, “the number of moras in a semantically 
complete block of text can far exceed the number of notes that can be sung in a four-measure phrase.”
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3.2 Coda nasal
Coda nasal, as in san (‘three’), is a nasal phoneme that assimilates to the place of articulation 
of the following segment, yielding variants such as [m] before labials (e.g., sampo ‘walk’), 
[n] before coronals (e.g., bento ‘lunch box’), [ŋ] before velars (e.g., genki ‘healthy’), and 
[N] utterance-finally (e.g., hon ‘book’) (Otake et al. 1996: 3932). Some analyses treat the 
coda nasal as unspecified for place of articulation, while others claim it is underlyingly 
uvular (Vance 1987). Most agree, however, that coda nasal is an independent mora 
that is distinct from syllable-initial phonemes /n/ and /m/; evidence from experimental 
work indicates that the coda nasal is processed differently from nasal initials, and as an 
independent moraic unit (Otake et al. 1996). A word such as minna (‘everyone’), therefore, 
is analyzed as containing the three moras (mi-n-na) and two syllables (min-na).12

The coda nasal, which first appeared in Early Middle Japanese in approximately 800 
AD, is believed to be the product of contact with Middle Chinese (Loveday 1996: 41; 
Tranter 2012: 214). As a result, coda nasals are rare in native Yamato words, but rela-
tively common in Sino-Japanese and Foreign words. Certain Yamato words, such as minna 
(‘everyone’), contain coda nasals due to phenomena such as the reduction of nV and mV 
sequences (Tranter 2012: 214). In the case of Sino-Japanese words, syllables ending with 
coda /n/ and /m/ in Middle Chinese retained the coda nasal in Japanese, yielding mod-
ern Sino-Japanese words such as ningen (‘human’). Foreign words containing coda nasal 
include many English and other European-derived loanwords with syllable-final /n/, such 
as guriin (‘green’).

In moraic text-setting, because the coda nasal is a distinct mora, it receives its own 
separate note (see Table 2). We observe that the separation of the nasal from its preceding 
mora results in a reduction of coarticulation effects; specifically, the preceding vowel is 
usually not nasalized, as it would be in spoken Japanese. In certain cases, the nasal is so 
isolated that does not even assimilate to the place of articulation of the following segment 
(e.g., sa-m-po vs. sa-N-po ‘walk’). In contrast, in syllabic settings, the nasal is joined with 
the preceding mora on a single note, and vowel nasalization is preserved. As a result of 
these differences, the two settings are quite perceptually distinct, with the syllabic setting 
sounding more similar to spoken Japanese in terms of phonological effects. The behavior 
of coda nasal in each setting is given in Table 2.

To control for potential effects of word-final lengthening and differences in coda nasal 
position among the lexical strata, word-final versus word-medial position will be incorpo-
rated as an additional factor in statistical models for coda nasal.

3.3 Long vowels
Japanese distinguishes between short vowels and long vowels, as in obasan (‘aunt’) vs. 
obaasan (‘grandmother’), which differ primarily in duration (Vance 1987; Hirata 2004). 
These long vowels are traditionally analyzed as consisting of two shorter vowels placed 

 12 We use “–” to denote musical note boundaries.

Table 2: Possible settings for coda nasal.

Word Moraic Syllabic
ningen ni-n-ge-n nin-gen
‘human’ [ni N ge N] or [ni ŋ ge N] [ni͊ ŋ gẽN]

sampo sa-n-po san-po
‘walk’ [sa N po] or [sa m po] [sa͊ m po]
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together (e.g., as [aa] rather than [a:]) (Martin 1952: 13; Labrune 2012: 116). Thus, 
a syllable baa would consist of two moras, ba and a. Long vowels occur for all five of 
the main vowels in Japanese (a, i, u, e, o). Certain long vowels, however, do not occur 
with certain lexical strata. Long a, for example, does not occur with Sino-Japanese words 
(Martin 1952: 13; Moreton & Amano 1999).

Although they are considered to be composed of two short vowels, in spoken Japanese 
long vowels are produced as one continuous vowel. In moraic text-setting, however, the 
second mora is split from the preceding mora and sung as a distinct segment. The syl-
lable baa, for example, would be produced as ba-a. In syllabic text-setting, as in spoken 
Japanese, there is no break between the two moras and they are placed on a single note. 
The two settings are detailed in Table 3.

As the five vowels differ in sonority, we will control for sonority in statistical models 
for long vowels, assuming a scale from open to closed of a > o, e > u, i (Labrune 2012: 
141). Word final position and identity of the vowel will also be tested as potential factors.

3.4 Vi sequences
In traditional phonological analyses of Japanese, sequences of two consecutive vowels, as 
in mae (‘front’) are analyzed as two short vowels rather than as diphthongs (Martin 1952: 
13; Vance 1987; Labrune 2012). Some scholars propose a distinction between Vi—those 
sequences which end in /i/ (ai, oi, ei, ui)—and those which do not, such that /i/ is ana-
lyzed as a special mora while other second vowels in sequences are regular mora (Tanaka 
2000: 31; Labrune 2012: 116). In this view, Vi constitutes the rime of a single syllable, 
while other non-identical VV sequences are separate syllables, as illustrated in (11):

(11) a. mai 
 
  σ       
mai 
 
μ    μ 
ma  i 

b. mae 
 
σ    σ       
ma  e 
 
μ    μ 
ma  e 

This analysis raises several questions about the status of /i/ and what distinguishes Vi 
from other VV sequences. If Vi is indeed the rime of a single syllable, it is unclear what 
phonetic details might exist in connected speech to distinguish between the analysis of Vi 
as two sequential monophthongs in which /i/ is a special mora versus an analysis in which 
/i/ is an offglide in a diphthong; indeed, Kubozono (2015) proposes that intra-morpheme 
Vi sequences ought to be classified as diphthongs. In the Sino-Japanese and Foreign strata 
the diphthong question is particularly relevant since the Vi sequence is equivalent to diph-
thongs in the original language (e.g., naito ‘night’). It is also notable that no orthographic 
distinction exists between Vi sequences and other VV sequences, raising the possibility 
that other sequences of decreasing sonority, such as ao, might sometimes be treated as 

Table 3: Possible settings for coda long vowels.

Word Moraic Syllabic
hoshii ho-shi-i ho-shii
‘want’ [ho ɕi i] [ho ɕi:]

keeki ke-eki kee-ki
‘cake’ [ke e ki] [ke: ki]
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multi-moraic syllables as well; this seems most plausible in the Sino-Japanese and Foreign 
strata, which draw from languages containing a variety of diphthongs. Nonetheless, in the 
present text-setting corpora only sequences of Vi were found to receive syllabic settings; 
given that there were only 29 tokens of VV that were not Vi in the three corpora exam-
ined in the two studies, the lack of syllabic settings here may simply be due to low token 
count. Because no variation was observed in other VV sequences, this analysis will focus 
exclusively on Vi sequences. We will examine whether differences in sonority between the 
first vowel and the /i/ (e.g., ai vs. ei) have any impact on the likelihood of the sequence 
receiving a syllabic setting in which both vowels are placed on a single note.

As in the case of coda nasal, in a moraic setting in which the /i/ is sung on a separate 
note, the coarticulatory effects generally present in spoken Japanese are absent, making 
the initial vowel and the following /i/ more perceptually distinct. In a syllabic setting, the 
coarticulatory effects are comparable to spoken Japanese and the Vi is produced with a 
more gradual shift from V to /i/.

The behavior of Vi sequences in different text-setting styles is given in Table 4. As 
with long vowels, for Vi, differences in sonority may produce significant differences in 
text-setting behavior. In this case, we predict that Vi sequences with a larger drop in 
sonority, such as ai, will be more likely to be set syllabically, as they are perceptually 
more distinct and conform more closely to the preferred sonority structure of a sylla-
ble. Sonority drop, assuming the same sonority scale as for long vowel, will therefore 
be incorporated into the statistical model, in addition to identity of the first vowel and 
word final position.

3.5 High vowel devoicing
In spoken Japanese, the high vowels i and u generally devoice between two voiceless con-
sonants and in certain word-final environments, so that suki (‘like’) is pronounced [sɯ̻ki] 
and desu (‘is’) is [desɯ̻] (Vance 1987; Shibatani 1990; Tsuchida 2001). The phonetic 
reality of this phonological rule is complex: i and u devoice variably, other vowels some-
times also devoice, and devoicing can occur in voiced environments (Arai 1999; Maekawa 
& Kikuchi 2005). Phonetic studies of spontaneous speech data indicate that devoicing 
of these vowels may be realized as dramatic reduction or even deletion, resulting in 
consonant clusters (Arai 1999; Labrune 2012: 136). While most authors do not include 
moras containing devoiced vowels in the class of special moras, some do propose such an 
analysis (e.g., Warner & Arai 2001: 1144). Under these accounts, in the case of dramatic 
vowel reduction or deletion, words such as suki are generally analyzed as consisting of 
two moras that form a single multi-moraic syllable, such as in the realization [ski] (Kondo 
2005). This syllable structure would differ from others proposed to exist in Japanese, as 
the special mora would precede the regular mora, rather than the reverse. Alternatively, 
some advocates of the Japanese syllable propose that, even in the case of vowel deletion, 
the remaining single consonant retains status as a separate syllable (Kawahara & Shaw 
2016; Matsui, to appear); this proposal does not differ from the moraic account in terms of 

Table 4: Possible settings for Vi sequences.

Word Moraic Syllabic
eigo e-i-go ei-go
‘English’ [e i go] [ei go]

hai ha-i hai
‘yes’ [ha i] [hai]
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its predictions for segmentation in text-setting, as, in either case, the remaining consonant 
would be placed on a separate note.

Due to variable devoicing of i and u, there are three possible text-setting outcomes for 
this phonological context. As discussed in §2.2.3, in traditional Japanese singing style, 
vowel devoicing does not occur; this is understandable, since a devoiced vowel does not 
make for great singing. The word suki (‘like’), for example, would be realized as [sɯki]. In 
such a case, the mora containing the full vowel must be treated as an independent note, 
since it cannot form a multi-moraic syllable without reduction or deletion of the vowel. 
However, in singing styles that come closer to spoken Japanese, the i and u are devoiced 
as they are in speech. This outcome yields two possible text-settings: in a moraic setting, 
the mora containing the devoiced vowel remains on a separate note, yielding a setting 
such as [sɯ̻-ki]. In a syllabic setting, the vowel is reduced or entirely deleted and the 
remaining mora joins the following mora on a single note as [sɯ̻ki] or [ski].13

The present analysis will focus on devoicing of i and u between voiceless consonants; 
devoicing of other vowels and devoicing of word-final vowels, as in desu, will not be 
examined. The possible outcomes for this variable are listed in Table 5.

We expect the syllabic option to occur more frequently when a consonant cluster is 
articulatorily easier to produce—specifically, when one of the consonants is a continuant 
and the other is a stop, as in suki → [ski], rather than kite → [kte]. This factor will be 
controlled for in the statistical model, in addition to manner of articulation of the first and 
second consonant, and identity of the high vowel (i versus u).

3.6 Excluded variables
Several additional variables, although interesting in relation to text-setting, are not 
included in the present study. Geminate consonants (e.g., robotto ‘robot’) are traditionally 
considered to contain a special mora, often written as /Q/, although analyses differ as to 
how this geminate mora functions in the Japanese phonological system (Tanaka 2000: 31; 
Labrune 2012: 115). In moraic text-setting, the geminate should theoretically receive its 
own note, resulting in ro-bo-Q-to. From a practical perspective, however, a geminate mora 
is simply not singable. This problem is most frequently resolved by extending the vowel 
from the preceding mora, so that ro-bo-Q-to becomes ro-bo-o-to (Dell 2011: 190). Another 
solution used to convey the geminate consonant is to add a coda to the preceding mora, 
as in ro-bot-to. In other cases, the geminate is simply deleted, yielding ro-bo-to. Because 
the relationship between these possible outcomes and a syllabic versus moraic setting is 
ambiguous, geminates will not be analyzed in the following corpus studies.

 13 While three outcomes are possible in the case of high vowels in a devoicing environment (sɯ-ki, sɯ̻-ki, and 
ski), it is worth noting that, generally speaking, only the moraic versus syllabic setting is decided by the 
composer. Given a moraic setting in which su is allotted its own note, the decision regarding whether to 
voice or devoice the vowel is determined by the performer, because there is no conventional way to indicate 
devoicing in written Japanese. Japanese sheet music does occasionally attempt to indicate a voiceless vowel 
by use of a “ghost note”, meaning a note written with an “x” in place of the dot, used in Western music to 
indicate rhythmic notes with no pitch in a variety of contexts (Shigeto Kawahara, p.c.). Other factors, such 
as the duration of the note, may also influence the realization of potentially voiceless vowels.

Table 5: Possible settings for high vowels between voiceless consonants.

Word Moraic Syllabic
suki su-ki suki
‘like’ [sɯ ki] or [sɯ̻ ki] [ski]

ashita a-shi-ta a-shita
‘tomorrow’ [a ɕi ta] or [a ɕi ̥ta] [a ɕta]
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Also excluded from analysis are word-final high vowels which are generally devoiced, 
as in desu, as these contexts were rare and variation was not observed in the initial stages 
of data analysis. Additionally, while pitch accent is thought to play a role in Japanese 
text-setting, it will not be considered here, as it is a complex factor that may interact with 
melody (cf. Manabe 2009).

3.7 Summary
Table 6 summarizes the four variables and the contextual linguistic factors examined for 
each variable.

4 Study 1
4.1 Introduction
Study 1 explores the linguistic and stylistic factors that coincide with different text-settings 
in translated and native Japanese songs. Translated and native songs are contrasted here 
in order to test the prediction that, in the restrictive context of translation, syllabic settings 
will become more frequent. This study examines a particularly difficult translation context, 
songs from animated Disney films, and contrasts that corpus with a contemporary native 
corpus of anime theme songs.

4.2 Corpora
As discussed in §2.3, we predict that translated songs will contain a higher proportion of 
syllabic settings than native songs. Data yielding more syllabic settings allow us to better 
understand which linguistic factors predict syllabic versus moraic setting; it is therefore 
desirable to select a relatively difficult translation context, which will be most likely to 
yield syllabic settings. The songs in Disney animated films present particular difficulty for 
several reasons. First, the translator is accountable to Disney and must produce a trans-
lation as close as possible to the original. Disney songs contain considerable semantic 
content that must be preserved to facilitate the storyline, including many foreign personal 
and place names. Finally, in the context of animation, adding or deleting notes to accom-
modate the translation is strongly discouraged because the resulting audio will no longer 
match the mouth movements visible on screen. Disney songs also contain quite a lot of 
text with little repetition compared to typical pop songs, making them well-suited to the 
present analysis.

The translated corpus includes 17 songs from Disney films spanning The Little Mermaid 
(1989) to The Lion King (1994), translated into Japanese between 1989 and 1997 (see 
Appendix A). The films of this period, and their songs, form a cohesive genre written in a 
musical theater style. This era of films was wildly successful and marked a revival in the 

Table 6: Variables, possible realizations, and linguistic factors.

Variable   
name

Description Example Moraic  
setting

Syllabic  
setting

Linguistic  
factors

Coda N syllable coda nasal hon
‘book’

ho-n hon word final

Long V long vowel koohii 
‘coffee’

ko-o-hi-i koo-hii sonority, vowel, word final

Vi vowel followed by /i/ mai 
‘every’

ma-i mai sonority drop, vowels, word 
final

Inter-voiceless IU i, u between voiceless 
consonants

tsuki 
‘month’

tsu-ki or
tsu̥-ki

tski i vs. u, manner of preced-
ing and following consonant, 
consonants form a cluster of a 
stop and continuant
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fortunes of Disney; their international success prompted Disney to move from third-party 
localization companies to in-house teams. As a result, while The Little Mermaid was trans-
lated into Japanese by Pony Canyon in 1989, subsequent films were all localized by 
Disney. Evidently unhappy with the third-party translations for The Little Mermaid, the 
film was redubbed in 1997, using the same voice cast but different translations for many 
of the songs. The following analysis includes both the original 1989 translation and 1997 
translation; differences in the text-setting of the two versions will be discussed in §4.5.1.

To contrast native and translated songs while controlling for time period and genre as much 
as possible, native songs were selected from Japanese anime (animated) children’s films of 
the same time period. Because anime films do not contain the same quantity of songs as 
Disney films, additional songs were drawn from contemporary television shows. The native 
anime corpus includes a total of 11 songs from a period of 1988 to 1996 (see Appendix A).

Examples of consecutive lines from each corpus containing moraic and syllabic settings are 
given in (12) and (13). In the Disney corpus, the bolded instances in (12a) are examples of syl-
labic setting while the instance in (12b) is moraic. In the anime corpus, the bolded instances in 
(13a) are syllabic and (13b) are moraic. Hyphens indicate word-internal musical note bounda-
ries; for ease of reading, morpheme boundaries are not shown in the Romanized Japanese.14

(12) Translated Disney corpus, “Belle” (1991)14

a. i-tsu-mo-to o-na-ji pan-ya san-ga
when+also+with same bread+shop hon+nom
‘the same baker as always’
Original English lyrics: “There goes the baker with his tray like always.”

b. pa-n wo u-ri ni ku-ru
bread acc sell dat come
‘comes to sell bread’
Original English lyrics: “The same old bread and loaves to sell.”

(13) Native anime corpus, “Give a Reason” (1996)
a. da-re-ni-mo to-me-ra-re wa shi-nai

who+dat+also stop+pass top do+neg
‘I won’t be stopped by anyone’

b. mi-ra-i no ji-bu-n e-to
future gen self to
‘to my future self’

4.3 Methodology
All occurrences of coda nasals, long vowels, Vi, and inter-voiceless i/u were coded per-
ceptually by the first author using audio data;15 tokens were coded as either receiving a 
moraic setting or a syllabic setting. Each token was also assigned a lexical stratum and 
coded for the contextual linguistic factors indicated in Table 6.16

Certain tokens were excluded from analysis. Words from the Mimetic stratum contain-
ing the linguistic features analyzed in this study (e.g., pyon pyon ‘hop’) were extremely 

 14 Lyrics in (12), (15), (16) and (17) are excerpted from songs published by the Walt Disney Music Company 
in various years. Lyrics in (13) are excerpted from the song “Give a Reason”, published in 1996 by King 
Records. Lyrics in (18b) are excerpted from the song サンタ・クロースがやってくる (“Santa Claus is Com-
ing to Town”) published in 1959 by Victor. Lyrics in (18c) are excerpted from the song ママがサンタにキッ
スした (“I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus”) published in 1962 by Nippon Columbia. All rights reserved. 
Further details on the songs used in the corpora are available in Appendices A and B.

 15 The primary coder for these data is a trained musician who began learning Japanese at age eight.
 16 Lexical strata were assigned according to the WWWJDIC database developed at Monash University (Breen 

2000).
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rare in the corpus and were therefore excluded, leaving only the three strata Yamato, 
Sino-Japanese, and Foreign. Instances of code-switching, in which complex phrases or 
entire lines were produced in English or other languages, were also excluded. Code-
switching was defined in the present analysis as consisting of any non-Japanese lyrics 
that contained words from more than one lexical category (e.g., it’s my day versus shiro 
hige Santa Claus: only the former would be considered code-switching).

In total, 845 tokens were coded in the translated Disney corpus and 469 in the native 
anime corpus.

4.4 Results
Overall frequencies for moraic versus syllabic settings for each of the four variables in 
the translated and native corpora are given in Figure 1. Each of the variables were found 
in both moraic and syllabic settings, ranging from coda nasal, which occurred more fre-
quently in syllabic than moraic settings in the Disney corpus, to inter-voiceless i/u, which 
has the fewest syllabic settings. This is an expected result: unlike the other variables 
examined, a syllabic setting for inter-voiceless i/u is not possible in traditional singing 
style, in which the vowel remains voiced.

As predicted, for each of the variables, moraic settings are more frequent in the native 
corpus. Also as predicted, Foreign words are more likely to receive syllabic settings than 
Sino-Japanese and Yamato words, as shown in Figure 2.

4.4.1 Modeling results
The contribution of the factors of corpus and lexical stratum to predicting syllabic versus 
moraic setting was evaluated for each variable using multivariate logistic regression mod-
eling, which allows us to include control factors and to test for the independent effects 
of each factor of interest while controlling for the others. Models were fitted using the 
bayesglm() function in the arm R package (Gelman et al. 2013). No random effects were 
included because most of the data were represented by only one or two tokens of each 
word type.17

 17 For the Coda N variable, 81% of word types have only one or two tokens in the data. For Long V, 82%; Vi, 
85%; and inter-voiceless i/u, 88%. We tested a random effect of word in the Coda N data because it featured 
more clustering of word tokens (using lmer () in the lme4 R package), but found no changes in the direction 
of the main effects and little change in size of main effects between a model with random effect of word and 
the model reported in the main text.

Figure 1: Proportion of syllabic and moraic settings for four variables in translated Disney versus 
native anime corpus.
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Model results predicting syllabic settings over moraic settings for each variable are 
given in Tables 7–10.

Controlling for all other factors, the effect of corpus (native anime versus translated 
Disney) is significant for all four dependent variables. As shown in Tables 7–10, Disney 
corpus tokens are much more likely to receive syllabic settings. Lexical stratum is also 
a reliable predictor of syllabic settings in all four models. For all four dependent vari-
ables investigated, Foreign words are significantly more likely to receive syllabic settings 
than native Yamato words. For three of the four variables—coda nasal, long vowel, and 
inter-voiceless i/u—we find no significant differences between the Sino-Japanese and 
Yamato words: special moras in Sino-Japanese words are not any more likely to be in a 
syllabic setting than Yamato special moras. The exception here is the case of Vi moras, 
for which we find that Sino-Japanese words pattern with Foreign words, making Yamato 
words significantly less likely than words from the other two strata to receive syllabic set-
tings. A test of Foreign versus Sino-Japanese strata for Vi moras demonstrates no signifi-
cant difference between the two non-Yamato strata (β = –0.4677, Std. error = 0.5027, 
p = 0.352183). The overall pattern here is consistent: foreign words are most likely to 
receive syllabic settings and Yamato words are most likely to receive moraic settings. In 
most cases, Sino-Japanese words do not differ from Yamato. We return to the issue of Vi 
cases in §6.

Some of the contextual linguistic factors tested for each variable were found to be sig-
nificant predictors of moraic versus syllabic setting. For Vi sequences, occurring at the 
end of a word makes the sequence more likely to be set syllabically (e.g., ippai ‘full’). A 
word-final location was not a significant factor, however, in the case of coda nasal or long 
vowels. Initial vowel was somewhat predictive of setting style for Vi, with ai significantly 
more likely to be set syllabically (25% syllabic) than ei (15% syllabic), but this difference 
was not significant for other Vi sequences when controlling for other factors, possibly due 
to small token counts for Vi sequences other than ai. The preference for ai as a syllable 
may be due to the large sonority gap between a and i, which makes it easier to perceive as 
a diphthong. It also may be preferred as a syllable due to its high frequency in Japanese, 
or perhaps its high frequency in Foreign words from English, in which /ay/ is the most 
frequent diphthong (Gimson 1980).

For i/u occurring between voiceless stops, syllabic setting was significantly more likely 
when the surrounding consonants consisted of one continuant and one stop, thus more 

Figure 2: Proportion of syllabic and moraic settings for four variables by lexical stratum for both 
corpora.
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easily forming a consonant cluster upon deletion of the intervening vowel (e.g., suki → [ski] 
versus kite → [kte]). No difference was found in the behavior of the two vowels i and u. In 
addition to the syllabic versus moraic setting differences for inter-voiceless consonant i/u, 
we also examined the two options of moraic text-setting for the i/u vowels: voiced versus 
devoiced (e.g., [sɯ ki] or [sɯ̻ ki]). As discussed in §2.2.3, i and u are traditionally not 
devoiced in singing, as they are in speech. When an independent musical note is assigned 
to a mora containing i/u in a devoicing environment in the lyrics, a singer has the option 
of either maintaining voiced vowels as per the traditional singing style, or devoicing the 
i/u as in speech; this choice may be shaped by factors such as duration of the note in 

Table 7: Coda N logistic regression results (*** = p < 0.001, ** = p < 0.01, * = p < 0.05, . = p < 0.1).

Factor Estimate Std. Error z value Pr (>|z|)
(Intercept) –1.8852 0.3454 –5.46 <0.0001***
Corpus = Disney 1.6358 0.2991 5.47 <0.0001***
Strata = Foreign 1.2112 0.3619 3.35 0.0008***
Strata = Sino –0.0771 0.3156 –0.24 0.8069
Word final = Yes 0.0410 0.2677 0.15 0.8783
N = 314; syllabic = 122; moraic = 192

Table 8: Long V logistic regression results.

Factor Estimate Std. Error z value Pr (>|z|)
(Intercept) –1.6564 0.4807 –3.446 0.0005***
Corpus = Disney 1.3177 0.2724 4.83 <0.0001***
Strata = Foreign 0.7013 0.3155 2.223 0.026216*
Strata = Sino –0.2815 0.2664 –1.057 0.290556
Word final = Yes 0.1513 0.2551 0.593 0.5531
Sonority –0.1091 0.1873 –0.583 0.5601
N = 346; syllabic = 143; moraic = 203

Table 9: Vi logistic regression results.

Factor Estimate Std. Error z value Pr (>|z|)
(Intercept) –3.272 0.528 –6.19 <0.0001***
Corpus = Disney 0.846 0.322 2.63 0.0086**
Strata = Foreign 1.229 0.523 2.35 0.0188*
Strata = Sino 0.713 0.304 2.34 0.0192*
Word final = Yes 0.251 0.319 0.79 0.4311
Is ai? = Yes 1.108 0.400 2.77 0.0056**
N = 328; syllabic = 71; moraic = 257

Table 10: Inter-voiceless i/u logistic regression results.

Factor Estimate Std. Error z value Pr (>|z|)
(Intercept) –6.2567 0.8510 –7.35 <0.0001***
Corpus = Disney 1.5018 0.4760 3.16 0.0016**
Strata = Foreign 2.7436 0.5593 4.91 <0.0001***
Strata = Sino 0.3221 0.4995 0.64 0.5191
Good cluster? = Yes 3.6258 0.7193 5.04 <0.0001***
Devoiced vowel = [u] –0.0956 0.4321 –0.22 0.8248
N = 326; syllabic = 53; moraic = 273
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addition to genre. In our data, we see a difference in devoicing between the two corpora 
of translated and native music. In the anime corpus, among the 131 i/u tokens that were 
set moraically, only 4.5% were devoiced, while in the Disney corpus, 17.6% of the 142 
moraic tokens were devoiced (χ2 = 10.227, df = 1, p = .0014). Thus, even among those 
tokens set moraically, the performers in the Disney corpus use significantly less tradi-
tional singing style.

4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Initial conclusions
This analysis has confirmed three key predictions: (1) syllabic settings occur to some 
degree in all strata of the Japanese lexicon, for all four variables examined (2) syllabic 
settings occur most frequently in the Foreign stratum and least frequently in the Yamato 
stratum, and (3) controlling for other linguistic factors, syllabic settings occur more fre-
quently in the translated corpus than in the native corpus.

While no previous research has investigated translated songs, the data from the native 
corpus appears to be consistent with previous work: the native anime corpus contained 
approximately 80% moraic settings, in line with Tanaka’s survey of popular songs, in 
which he found .79 and .69 notes per special mora in songs of the 80s and 90s, respec-
tively (Tanaka 2000: 154). The data also support Tamaoka & Terao (2004) and others 
who have argued that coda nasal and long vowels are more likely to attach to the preced-
ing mora than other special moras including the second vowel in two-vowel sequences; 
in these corpora, VV sequences other than Vi received no syllabic settings at all, and Vi 
sequences were less likely to receive syllabic settings than the former two variables.

Unlike previous studies of Japanese text-setting, which have focused exclusively on 
those moras traditionally identified as special moras, our study has also examined i/u in 
devoicing contexts. The occurrence of syllabic settings for this variable supports the claim 
that i/u in this context may be entirely deleted, resulting in the formation of a consonant 
cluster on a single syllable. Furthermore, this phenomenon was observed not only in 
Foreign words (in which case it might be dismissed as code-switching), but also in Sino-
Japanese and Yamato words, as in (14a–b).

(14) a. Yamato
ki-su sh[i]te
kiss do+imp
‘kiss!’
Original English lyrics: “Kiss the girl!”
(“Kiss the Girl”, 1989)

b. Sino-Japanese
do-ko ga s[u]te-ki ka na-n-te sa
where nom wonderful q like even
‘even which part is wonderful’
Original English lyrics: “Everyone’s awed and inspired by you” 
(“Gaston”, 1991)

The appearance of these consonant clusters in text-setting, as opposed to only in rapid, 
connected speech, supports the proposal that such clusters are not merely a phonetic 
byproduct of rapid speech but may be represented at some level in the phonological sys-
tem (Kondo 2005).

The results of Study 1 undermine the claim that text-setting constitutes evidence for 
the mora being the only necessary prosodic unit in Japanese (cf. Labrune 2012). While 
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it is true that syllabic settings are relatively rare in native songs, when the text-setting 
system is stressed due to a restrictive translation context, Japanese lyricists are willing 
to use syllabic settings for as many as half the instances of special moras. This suggests 
that the use of predominantly moraic setting in Japanese songs is a prescriptive norm 
rather than reflective of underlying lack of syllabic structure. This places moraic text-
setting in the same category as the idiosyncratic phonological behavior of Japanese 
singing style; in other words, just as i/u are traditionally not devoiced in singing, indi-
vidual moras are traditionally assigned their own note in text-setting, but this does not 
then mean that i/u are not devoiced in spoken Japanese or that the syllabic unit does 
not exist.

A comparison of two sets of translated lyrics further supports the characterization of 
moraic setting as a prescriptive norm. In 1997, Disney retranslated The Little Mermaid 
and rerecorded the songs using the same performers. While we do not know exactly what 
their objections were to the old translations, we can observe that the retranslated songs 
all either maintain or significantly increase the proportion of moraic settings in the lyrics. 
Most dramatically, the song “Part of Your World” jumps from 39% to 62% moraic set-
tings. As illustrated in (15), while the first line of the original 1989 version managed to 
include syllabic settings for all four of our variables in a single line, the 1997 translation 
contains only moraic settings.

(15) Comparison of the first lines of “Part of Your World” from The Little Mermaid
(1998) versus (1997) translations (syllabic settings noted in bold)
Original English lyric: “Look at this stuff! Isn’t it neat?”
a. 1989 translation

go-ran-na-sai, s[u]te-ki de-shoo?
see+hon+imp wonderful cop+prt
‘Look! Isn’t it wonderful?’

b. 1997 translation
yo-ku mi-te, su-te-ki-ne?
well see+imp wonderful+prt
‘Take a good look! Isn’t it wonderful?’

One result of these new translations with higher proportions of moraic settings is that the 
songs have a more traditional feel, while the older versions seem more “speech-like” in 
style. Indeed, this stylistic difference raises some questions about the nature of the two 
corpora examined in Study 1, as discussed in the following section.

4.5.2 Stylistic concerns
We have proposed that, due to the operation of phonological processes that also oper-
ate in speech such as devoicing and coarticulation, syllabic text-setting results in a 
more speech-like style of Japanese than moraic setting. This creates a problem for 
the claim that the difference in moraicity between the translated Disney and native 
anime corpora stems from the pressures of translation itself. While the selection of 
songs in the anime corpus controlled for time period, which we know to be relevant 
in text-setting style, it failed to control entirely for genre. Specifically, the Disney 
songs are written in a modern musical theater style that is characterized by speech-
like singing (Deer & Dal Vera 2008: 232; Spivey 2008: 483). Many of the songs in 
the corpus are speech-like to the extent that they actually alternate between speaking 
(which was excluded from the analysis) and singing, as in the song “Friend Like Me” 
from Aladdin (16).
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(16) Excerpt from “Friend Like Me” (1992) as performed in Japanese
Sung:
soo a-ri-ba-ba ni wa yon-juu-nin mo-no to-u-zo-ku ga i-ta
yes Ali Baba dat top four+ten+person even+gen thief nom exist+pst
‘yes Ali Baba had even 40 thieves’
Original English lyrics: “Well Ali Baba had them forty thieves, Scheherazade had 
a thousand tales”
Spoken:
dakedo masutaa anta wa motto rakkii
but master 2sg top more lucky
‘but, master, you’re luckier’
Original English lyrics: “But master you in luck ’cause up your sleeves”
Sung:
da-re mo ka-na-i wa shi-na-i
who also come true top do+neg
‘for no one, [their dreams] come true’
Original English lyrics: “You got a brand of magic never fails”

In contrast, although they are also songs drawn from children’s animated films and 
television programs, the theme songs that comprise the anime corpus come from a range 
of popular music genres, none of which resemble musical theater. None of the songs in the 
anime corpus involved speech alternating with singing or use a speech-like singing style. 
Therefore, another possible account for the difference in moraicity between the Disney 
and anime corpora is that the Disney corpus employs syllabic text-setting as a stylistic 
device to give the songs a speech-like quality. Study 2 further investigates the role of style 
versus translation in syllabic text-setting.

5 Study 2
5.1 Introduction
Study 2 introduces a third corpus of translated Christmas songs, with the goal of teas-
ing apart the roles of genre and translation in the frequency of syllabic and moraic 
settings. Christmas songs were selected for this second study because they offer a large 
corpus of translated songs in a relatively consistent, traditional musical genre with a 
range of lyricists. If the Christmas corpus contains the same rate of syllabic settings as 
the Disney corpus, this would be consistent with the increase in syllabic settings result-
ing from the restrictive translation context. On the other hand, if the Christmas corpus 
contains the same rate of syllabic settings as the native anime corpus, this would make 
the translation account less likely, and would support the proposal that the Disney 
corpus makes use of syllabic settings for stylistic purposes, to convey a speech-like 
quality.

5.2 Corpus and methodology
A corpus of 10 Christmas songs was selected (see Appendix B). When more than one 
translation was available for a song, only one translation was included based upon which 
audio version was most readily available. Unlike the two corpora of Study 1, which were 
restricted to songs of the late 1980s to mid-1990s, the Christmas corpus features a range 
of composition and translation dates, with dates of translation ranging from the late 19th 
to early 21st century. This allows us to compare the corpus to the native popular song 
corpus of Tanaka (2000), which found an increase in syllabic settings over the course of 
the 20th century.
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Like the Disney songs, these Christmas songs consist of translations from English into 
Japanese.18 One difference between the Disney and Christmas corpora, however, is that 
the translations in the Christmas corpus are not quite as close, thus presenting a less 
restrictive text-setting context. In the case of Disney songs, the translators were account-
able to the Disney corporation and subject to the restrictions of audio dubbing, making it 
necessary to compose a very close translation. When translating Christmas songs, while 
there is a desire to convey the original sense of the song, the translators are working 
independently and have more leeway to alter the lyrics. Although we attempted to select 
songs that were closely translated, it was impossible to restrict the corpus to songs that 
were completely faithful to the original versions. Given the lower pressure to convey all 
of the information from the original songs, we therefore expect fewer syllabic settings 
compared to the Disney corpus. Examples (17a–c) provide instances of text-setting in the 
Christmas corpus.

(17) a. “O Holy Night” (1847, trans. 1909)
i-za ki-ke, mi-tsu-ka-i u-ta-u
now listen+imp angel sing
‘Listen now! The angels sing’
Original English lyrics: “Fall on your knees! Oh hear the angel voices!”

b. “Santa Claus is Coming to Town” (1934, trans. 1959)
mi-n-na de de-ka-ke-yo-o
everyone ins go out+prt
‘Let’s all go out together.’
Original English lyrics: “He’s making a list, he’s checking it twice.”

c. “I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus” (1952, trans. 1962)
de-mo so-no san-ta wa pa-pa
but that santa top dad
‘But that Santa is dad.’
Original English lyrics: “Mommy kissing Santa Claus last night.”

All tokens of the four variables described in §3 were coded by the first author in the same 
manner as in Study 1. Two hundred and fifteen tokens were coded in total.

5.3 Results and discussion
Figure 3 indicates the syllabic versus moraic text-setting rate for each of the three corpora. 
Based on these overall rates, it appears that the two translated corpora are patterning 
together, with more syllabic settings than in the native corpus. Further statistical analysis 
is needed, however, to control for various factors and examine the behavior of each 
variable.

Models for each of the four variables in all three corpora are given in Tables 11–14. 
As shown in Tables 11–14, for variables Coda N and Long V, the Christmas corpus is sig-
nificantly different from the anime corpus and not significantly different from the Disney 
corpus. For factors Vi and inter-voiceless i/u, however, the Christmas corpus is significantly 
different from Disney and not significantly different from anime. In the case of Vi, the 
Christmas corpus is in fact marginally more moraic than the anime corpus, as shown in 

 18 As specified in Appendix B, two of the Christmas corpus songs were not originally written in English: “Silent 
Night” was originally composed in German and “O Holy Night” was originally French. This point is of lit-
tle importance to the analysis, but in all likelihood the songs were translated into Japanese based on the 
English versions as part of a larger set of English hymns.
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Table 13: Vi logistic regression results.

Factor Estimate Std. Error z value Pr (>|z|)
(Intercept) –4.385 0.791 –5.55 <0.0001***
Corpus = Anime 1.227 0.74 1.66 0.0971.
Corpus = Disney 2.103 0.713 2.95 0.0032**
Strata = Foreign 1.152 0.515 2.24 0.0253*
Strata = Sino 0.662 0.300 2.21 0.0272*
Word final = Yes 0.201 0.312 0.65 0.5182
Is ai? = Yes 1.002 0.382 2.63 0.0087**
N = 381; syllabic = 72; moraic = 309

Table 12: Long V logistic regression results.

Factor Estimate Std. Error z value Pr (>|z|)
(Intercept) –0.579 0.509 –1.136 0.26
Corpus = Anime –1.271 0.356 –3.56 0.0003***
Corpus = Disney –0.0939 0.306 –0.307 0.76
Strata = Foreign 1.108 0.288 3.84 0.0002***
Strata = Sino –0.181 0.253 –0.714 0.48
Word final = Yes 0.260 0.241 1.08 0.28
Sonority 0.095 0.177 0.54 0.588
N = 414; syllabic = 179; moraic = 235

Table 11: Coda N logistic regression results (*** = p < 0.001, ** = p < 0.01, * = p < 0.05, . = p < 0.1).

Factor Estimate Std. Error z value Pr (>|z|)
(Intercept) –0.204 0.343 –0.59 0.55
Corpus = Anime –1.944 0.141 –4.69 <0.0001***
Corpus = Disney –0.232 0.355 –0.65 0.51
Strata = Foreign 1.784 0.323 5.51 <0.0001***
Strata = Sino 0.210 0.299 0.70 0.48
Word final = Yes –0.135 0.253 –0.53 0.59
N = 368; syllabic = 158; moraic = 210

Figure 3: Overall syllabic versus moraic text-setting rates for each corpus.
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Table 13. The fixed effects that significantly predicted text-setting style in each model in 
Study 1, ai for Vi and good cluster for inter-voiceless i/u, remain significant in Study 2.

Interpreting these findings presents some difficulties, as two of the variables (Coda N and 
Long V) are consistent with the hypothesis that translation status accounts for increased 
syllabic text-setting, while the other two (Vi and Inter-voiceless i/u) point to genre. In 
light of Tanaka (2000), however, we must also consider the factor of text-setting changes 
over time. The songs of the Christmas corpus can be divided by translation date into an 
“old” group, consisting of the three songs translated in the late 19th and early 20th century, 
a “mid” group, the five songs translated in the mid-20th century, and a “new” group, the 
two songs translated in the late 20th and early 21st century (see Appendix B for translation 
dates for each song). Figure 4 indicates the proportion of moraic and syllabic settings for 
each group; consistent with Tanaka’s findings, a significant shift toward syllabic settings 
can be observed between the old and mid group (χ2 = 15.544, df = 1, p < .0001). This 
shift corresponds to date of translation into Japanese, not to date of original composition: 
the song “We Wish You A Merry Christmas,” for example, is a traditional carol dating 
back to the 16th century, but the version included in the corpus was translated in the 21st 
century and contains a high number of syllabic settings. This change in the Christmas 
corpus over time suggests that shifts in stylistic norms for text-setting, rather than musical 
genre per se, are responsible for the differences observed.

Table 14: Inter-voiceless i/u logistic regression results.

Factor Estimate Std. Error z value Pr (>|z|)
(Intercept) –6.5043 0.9753 –6.67 <0.0001***
Corpus = Anime 0.0291 0.7444 0.04 0.969
Corpus = Disney 1.5882 0.6677 2.38 0.017*
Strata = Foreign 2.9482 0.5501 5.36 <0.0001***
Strata = Sino 0.5330 0.4868 1.09 0.274
Good cluster? = Yes 3.7177 0.7254 5.12 <0.0001***
Devoiced vowel = [u] –0.1214 0.4214 –0.29 0.773
N = 375; syllabic = 55; moraic = 320

Figure 4: Proportion of moraic and syllabic settings for Christmas corpus songs by time period 
translated.
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While the songs in the oldest translation group have a much higher rate of moraic 
settings, the Christmas songs translated from the mid-20th century onward have an overall 
syllabic setting rate comparable to the songs of the Disney corpus. When these older songs 
are removed from the analyses, the patterns for Coda N, Long V, and Vi remain the same, 
but for Inter-voiceless i/u the Christmas corpus no longer significantly differs from either 
the Disney or anime corpus. In other words, when changes over time are accounted for, 
the Christmas corpus does not significantly differ from the Disney corpus for three of the 
four variables. We therefore conclude that the higher rate of syllabic settings in the Disney 
corpus cannot entirely be attributed to its speech-like style; rather, controlling for genre 
and stylistic changes over time, the restrictions of translation consistently result in higher 
rates of syllabic settings.

6 Discussion
The two studies presented above provide considerable evidence that the syllable plays 
a key role in Japanese text-setting. We have also observed that syllables are most likely 
in translated texts and within Foreign words. Finally, in Study 2, evidence was found to 
support previous suggestions that syllabic settings have become more frequent over time.

The frequency of syllabic settings in translated text is accounted for by the restrictive 
nature of the translation task and by the large information density gap between Japanese 
and many other languages, including English. In other words, because it takes more pro-
sodic units to express a given meaning in Japanese, it is often helpful to collapse moraic 
units into syllables. Indeed, as shown in the examples from the translated corpora, even 
when syllabic settings are used, many of the semantic details of the original English 
lyrics are lost in the Japanese versions due to space constraints. In “Friend Like Me” from 
Aladdin, for example, the tales of Scheherazade are entirely lost in the effort to convey 
the first line about Ali Baba’s forty thieves (see ex. 16). This does not mean all translated 
songs must contain syllabic settings; when the prescriptive constraint discouraging the 
use of syllabic settings is strong, as it was with the earliest entries in the Christmas corpus, 
translated songs use more moraic settings at the expense of content.

These studies have shown that, controlling for other factors, the use of moraic ver-
sus syllabic setting is predicted by lexical stratum. For all four variables, Foreign words 
were more likely to use syllabic settings than Yamato words, and for all variables but Vi, 
Sino-Japanese words patterned together with Yamato words. In the case of Vi, however, 
Sino-Japanese patterned with Foreign words and were more likely than Yamato words to 
be set syllabically. This last result poses a hurdle to accounting for differences in the strata 
by appealing to individuals’ knowledge of the original language; if only Foreign words 
patterned differently, the most likely explanation would be that the syllabic unit is more 
prominent in cases where a syllabic segmentation is similar to the word in the original 
language. For instance, the word misuterii (‘mystery’) is more faithful to the English when 
produced as “mi-ste-ri” with the inter-voiceless u deleted and the long vowel produced as 
a single unit, as opposed to the moraic setting “mi-su-te-ri-i.” This explanation seems even 
more probable for songs in which code-switching from Japanese to English is frequent; if 
the lyricist is already using English for some lines of the song, it is not a big leap to use 
English-style segmentation for Foreign words in the Japanese portions of the song.

In the case of Sino-Japanese words, however, knowledge of Chinese is not a reasonable 
explanation for syllabic segmentation. Although Chinese uses the syllable as its basic 
prosodic unit, most Japanese speakers are not familiar with Chinese, and Sino-Japanese 
words are generally quite different from their modern Mandarin Chinese cognates, as these 
borrowings took place many centuries ago. Moreover, while it is possible that the syllable 
is more prominent in the underlying prosodic structure of Sino-Japanese words, which 
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would account for differences without relying on individuals’ knowledge of Chinese, such 
a model would predict consistent differences that were not observed in the other three 
variables; for example, coda nasal should have been syllabically segmented more often in 
Sino-Japanese words than in Yamato words. Instead, it is most likely that some additional 
linguistic contextual factor that was not accounted for in the model is responsible for the 
higher frequency of syllabic settings for Vi in the case of Sino-Japanese words. One culprit 
we might propose is a content-function word distinction: Vi only occurs within content 
morphemes in Sino-Japanese (e.g., meirei ‘command’), while Vi frequently appears as part 
of inflectional Yamato endings (e.g., ikitai ‘want to go’). However, removing the inflec-
tional tokens from the Yamato data only increases the moraicity of tokens in this stratum, 
magnifying the difference between Yamato and Sino-Japanese. Another possible account 
is that Japanese in fact has two separate underlying representations for Vi: (1) a Vi diph-
thong and (2) a V-i sequence, the first of which is more likely to be set syllabically. If we 
assume that the Vi diphthong has developed due to language contact, it would make sense 
that it is represented more strongly among the Foreign and Sino-Japanese strata. While 
the Vi data is intriguing, given the lack of consistent differences between Sino-Japanese 
and Yamato words, there is no strong evidence here that the syllable is more salient in the 
prosodic structure of Foreign and Sino-Japanese lexical strata than in the Yamato stratum. 
The most likely explanation, given at the overall pattern in the data, is that individuals’ 
knowledge of English is responsible for the strata differences observed in these corpora.

The linguistic factors found to encourage syllabic setting provide some evidence for 
avoidance of low-sonority units in text-setting. The mora of lowest sonority, coda nasal, 
was the most frequent variable to be joined to its preceding mora. Additionally, the fact 
that only Vi of the vowel sequences was found in a syllabic setting suggests a desire to 
avoid placing low-sonority i on its own. It was also found that instances of i/u devoicing 
when the mora containing the devoiced segment was assigned its own note were quite 
rare, with performers preferring to voice the vowel when presented with a moraic setting 
in 95.5%, 82.4%, and 97.8% of cases in the anime, Disney, and Christmas corpora respec-
tively. Thus, the frequencies of the three possible realizations for inter-voiceless i/u follow 
the sonority scale: moraic voiced (su-ki) > syllabic (ski) > moraic devoiced (s[u]-ki). On 
the other hand, no effect of sonority was detected for the setting of long vowels. Unlike 
the other linguistic variables, the syllabic setting of long vowels creates ambiguity, as it 
is no longer possible to distinguish between long and short vowels when long vowels are 
set on a single note. Thus, it may be the case that the setting of long vowels is influenced 
by the predictability of the word in a particular context and whether there is an exist-
ing minimal pair containing a short vowel (e.g., tori ‘bird’ versus toori ‘street’). We leave 
investigation of this possibility to future work.

These studies also examined the function of text-setting as a stylistic element; in par-
ticular, we evaluated the possibility that syllabic settings were used to create a speech-
like quality in the songs of the Disney corpus. When broader changes in text-setting style 
over time were controlled for, however, there was no statistical difference between the 
text-setting of the Disney corpus and the Christmas corpus in three of the four variables. 
This finding indicates that the role of translation overwhelms genre differences, at least in 
the case of these two corpora. Study 2 also confirmed the finding of Tanaka (2000) that 
syllabic settings have increased over time, with a significant change between the earliest 
translated Christmas songs and those translated after the mid-20th century. It does not 
necessarily follow, however, that the syllable has become more prominent in Japanese 
prosodic structure over time. The change in text-setting style may instead be part of a 
broader shift in Japanese singing style; similarly, other idiosyncratic features of sung 
Japanese, such as voicing of i/u, appear to be gradually decreasing. These shifts may be 
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characterized as a move toward singing in a style that is more similar to speech, reflecting 
a general desire for more naturalistic singing styles in modern music.

At the same time, there are certain suggestions in the data that the syllable may be play-
ing a broader role in Japanese. Specifically, the patterns of syllabic setting found in these 
data hint that the range of possible syllable structures may be in the process of expand-
ing, perhaps due to contact with English. We suggest that CVCV sequences in which one 
vowel has the potential to be devoiced, such as for inter-voiceless i/u (but also for word-
final vowel deletion, not examined here), have the potential to be reanalyzed as CCV or 
CVC and treated as syllables. This would represent a dramatic shift in the phonotactics of 
Japanese, but equally significant changes have occurred in Japanese historically due to 
contact, such as the development of coda nasals. Corresponding segmental phonological 
changes in Japanese due to English contact have already been observed, such as the 
development of coronal obstruents before i (Crawford 2008). As Japanese popular songs 
contain frequent code-switching into English, it may be that lyricists are among the early 
adopters of these new syllable forms. Future work might examine the extent to which 
units of this type are accepted among speakers of Japanese with varying levels of English 
contact.

This potential expansion of the syllable also calls into question the utility of the class of 
special moras. As observed by Itô and Mester, the notion of special versus regular mora 
appears to “recapitulate syllable theory within a network of assumptions that are specific 
to Japanese” (Itô & Mester 2015: 371). The core class of weak moras does not generally 
include CV moras containing high vowels in devoicing environments: while they could be 
simply added to the list of special moras, these syllables seem like an odd fit in this cat-
egory, as they contain two underlying segments. Maintaining the special mora distinction 
in light of inter-voiceless i/u deletion also necessitates altering the proposal that heavy 
syllables contain a regular mora followed by a special mora, because the order of moras is 
reversed in this case. It increasingly appears that the gains of identifying a separate class 
of special moras are not worth the cost of positing a category unique to Japanese.

7 Conclusion
While previous analyses describe Japanese text-setting as moraic, data from translated 
and native songs confirm that the syllable plays a prominent role in Japanese text-setting. 
Coda nasals, long vowels, Vi sequences, and i/u in devoicing environments were all found 
to vary between moraic and syllabic settings. Setting choice was partially predicted by 
the avoidance of low sonority units as well as several other contextual factors such as 
preference for articulatory ease. Syllabic settings occurred in all strata of the Japanese 
lexicon, but were most frequent in Foreign words, most likely as a result of knowledge of 
the English source word rather than underlying differences in prosodic structure among 
the strata. Translated songs consistently used more syllabic settings than native songs; this 
difference stems from the restrictions of translation as well as the relatively low informa-
tion density of Japanese.

The high frequency of syllabic settings in translated text suggests that the preference 
for moraic settings in Japanese stems from a prescriptive norm rather than a lack of syl-
labic structure in Japanese prosody. This prescriptive style is part of a set of idiosyncratic 
phonological practices in traditional sung Japanese that distinguish it from speech, such 
as the splitting of long vowels into two short segments and the voicing of i/u in devoic-
ing environments. When the text-setting system is stressed due to translation, this style 
breaks down and more syllabic settings are introduced. There is no evidence to suggest 
that purely moraic settings sound better to Japanese listeners; in fact, there is evidence 
to the contrary, that such settings can be perceived as unnatural (e.g., Manabe 2009). 
Thus, the increase in syllabic settings over time observed in these data do not necessarily 
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indicate an increasing role of the syllable in Japanese prosodic structure but may simply 
reflect a change in text-setting style as sung Japanese shifts toward spoken Japanese, in 
which the syllable has always played a role. Nonetheless, the occurrence of syllabic set-
tings in cases that have not been described as possible syllables in previous literature, as 
in the deletion of i/u, suggests that the salience and scope of the syllable in Japanese may 
be on the rise.
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